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Big, Bad Yoder
Transformer
By: Don Morris and Craig
Hallett

Automation Summer Sensation

by: Tyler Sheller

You think motors are tough?

It’s that time of year – the grass is green,

Another area of

Motors ain’t nothing compared

corn was knee-high by the Fourth of July,

expansion is in our

to the Yoder. Consider the Yoder

and Horner Automation Group is gearing up

WebOCS line. Last year

Tube Welding Transformer. This

for another summer of product releases. Last

we saw the launch of

baby packs a 150 kVA punch

summer saw the launch of several redesigned

WebOCS through WebMI, which allowed for

proven products. This summer, however, we’re

remote connectivity to our XL lines of control-

looking at the release of an entirely new line

lers. Now, with the upcoming release of Portal,

while also expanding upon a few existing

customers will be able to access historical data

of a steel tube making machine,

ones.

from a Horner Cloud space. This means that

AKA Tube Mill. If you have steel

New to the Horner Automation lineup this year:

customers can extract information (current or

tubular fence posts, a metal play

the X Series. This all-in-one controller, unlike

archived) from their controller via the Cloud

set for your kids or a tailpipe on

our previous product lines, has a set arrange-

anywhere, at any time.

your car, this Yoder Transformer

ment of built-in I/O. This means that the cus-

This summer, the team at Horner Automation

tomer doesn’t decide which I/O configuration

is showing their ability to recognize changes

they would like to add-on to their controller (as

in the market, problem solve to design the

in our XL Series). This efficiency series will

best product solutions, and strategize effec-

then resistance welded by this

start with two different models, the X5 and X2

tive plans for implementation. From the careful

transformer. The current from the

– launching later this summer/fall.

eyes and quick hands of production, to the

transformer secondary melts the

Additions to our existing lines include three

forward thinking and attentive detailing of

seam together. The transformer

new models of RCC controllers. RCCs are

engineering, these new and improved lines

has two welding wheels acting

screenless options that are just as fully capa-

are capable thanks to the hundreds upon

ble as our flagship XL Series. They have set

hundreds of hours from the entire Horner

I/O configurations, and are minimal in their

Automation team.

with its 480 Volt Primary and 4
Volt secondary. It produces about
21,739 Amps of welding current.
The Yoder Transformer is part

probably welded the seams. Tube
is formed from flat steel through
a series of dies over several
feet. The round tube seam is

like electrodes that ride on the
tube as it whizzes through the
mill.
Continued on page 3............

overall design, fitting into tight places.

Electric Shock
Drowning
Courtesy of BoatUS.com
By: Beth Leonard, Submitted by:
Mike Croft

Coming Full Circle
by: Jim McClintock
You’ve probably heard the

Electric Shock Drowning is the

a bathtub or swimming pool with a

tim’s muscles become paralyzed

phrase “coming full circle” at

result of the passage of a typi-

hair dryer? Think of the boat as the

by the electrical current, he or she

some point. Well, we have an

cally low level AC current through

hairdryer. If an electric fault occurs

is unable to swim, and ultimately

the body with sufficient force to

on a boat while it is connected to

drowns. Unless there is a witness

cause skeletal muscular paralysis,

a marina’s or dock’s shore power

nearby to experience and report

rendering the victim unable to help

and the boat or marina is not prop-

the sensation of electric shock in

himself / herself, while immersed in

erly wired to meet current ABYC

the water, the victim’s death is

Rex came to this facility in the

fresh water, eventually resulting in

and NFPA standards, the water

typically labeled a common drown-

mid 80’s starting as the shop

drowning of the victim.

surrounding the boat will become

ing. In the vast majority of Electric

supervisor, and soon after

Although Electric Shock Drowning

electrified.

Shock Drownings, the victim’s

that he became the shop

can occur virtually in any loca-

In most circumstances victims

autopsy shows no signs of electri-

superintendent. He continued

tion where electricity is provided

do not immediately feel electrical

cal injury and investigators often

on as the shop superinten-

near water, the majority of Electric

current when they enter or swim

never learn that electricity was the

dent for several years until

Shock Drowning deaths have

in the water around a marina or

cause of the drowning.

occurred in public and private mari-

dock, thus giving the victims the

nas and docks.

The electricity

false impression that it is “safe” to

that enters the water and causes

swim. Most often, electricity enters

Electric Shock Drowning originates

the water when an electrical fault

day so, to stay busy, he took

from the wiring of the dock or

occurs aboard a boat. Water can

a job as a winder for a local

marina, or from boats that are con-

appear and feel “safe” but in a split

motor repair shop close to his

nected to the marina’s or dock’s

second it can become energized

home in Florida. Eventually,

power supply.

with deadly electricity.

he and his wife decided to

Would you consider stepping into

Under the typical scenario, the vic-

example of that right here in
Terre Haute. Rex Dispennett
worked as a winder for a
former, now closed, motor
repair shop in Terre Haute.

retiring and moving to Florida.
After retiring, Rex realized
that he was one of those people who weren’t able to just
sit around and play cards all

move back to Terre Haute.
After they got settled in Rex
started visiting our shop from
time to time. It was during
one of those visits that I was
able to convince Rex to come
back to work for us part time
in the winding department.
Rex’s return really helped us
out by giving us an extra set
of hands, not to mention forty
years’ worth of motor knowledge.
Welcome back Rex!
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After

Yoder Transformer

Communication

by: Terry Thorne

Communication is one of those

during a presentation or sales

person, besides the customer,

Rebuilding one of these machines

things that we all think we do

call will help your brain retain

who knows this. If you don’t

takes experience in all of these

well, but in reality few of us are

what you just heard. Recent

tell anyone else, you will have

areas: winding, welding, insulating,

actually good at it.

I’m sure

studies have shown that tak-

other people expending their

machining, plumbing, mathematics,

many have heard the saying

ing notes by hand improves

time, and the Company’s time

bearings, slip rings, brushes, core

“what we’ve got here… is a

our retention rate over using a

trying to find out when the

stacking, testing and patience.

failure to communicate”. That

laptop or tablet.

product is going to ship. If

Where do you find this experi-

line was first introduced to the

DO NOT ARGUE: Arguments

we’ve miscommunicated to this

ence? At the Indy Transformer

world in the movie Cool Hand

are usually the result of mis-

customer in the past they may

Shop. Stop in and see for yourself.

Luke. That saying however, is

communication. It is usually the

also formulate a negative opin-

You’ll find the name Yoder isn’t just

as true today as when it was

result of someone not listen-

ion of our company.

found in Ohio and Pennsylvania.

first spoken. In reality, we all

ing, or someone’s need to be

GET BACK TO PEOPLE IN A

struggle trying to adequately

heard, which is our cue to lis-

TIMELY MANNER: Everyone

communicate. How can we

ten. A golden rule of business

should strive to answer all

improve?

is that we never argue with a

voicemails and emails within

LISTENING: Listening is not

customer, EVER!

12 hours of their receipt at the

hearing. We need to listen,

BE INCLUSIVE: Include every-

latest. If I receive an email or

truly listen to what others have

one in on your conversation

voicemail that I know is going

to say before responding. Most

that has a need to know. We

to take longer to respond to,

of us are thinking about what

oftentimes operate in a vac-

I will send a quick email stat-

we’re going to say next instead

uum and like to take care of

ing that I received their mes-

of listening to what the person

things ourselves. However, in

sage and will get back to them

is saying. Consequently, we’re

the business world there might

when I receive more informa-

not able to adequately grasp

be a team of individuals work-

tion. We are living in a time

what someone is trying to com-

ing on a project. It isn’t fair to

of instant communication and

municate to us if we’re busy

your coworkers for you to have

many Millennials want answers

thinking about our response.

a solution to the problem and

back in 1 – 2 hours at the most

To clarify that you understood

not let them know. An example

or they will start looking else-

what was said, repeat back

would be on a rush order that’s

where.

what you heard to see if it was

being worked on. You receive

Communication is an art that

indeed what was said. It might

information that the product will

needs to be worked on con-

seem awkward at first but trust

be at the customer site next

stantly. There’s always room

me, it will prevent a multitude

Wednesday. You then call the

for improvement in everyone’s

of future issues.

customer to let them know.

area of communication skills.

TAKE NOTES: Taking notes

At this point you’re the only

Continued.....

Before

Damaged Water Tube
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Fixed

Our New Faces

Steel Leveler
Cassettes Rebuild
DeFabis

Services busy on a project from
a stainless steel producer. The

Garry Robbins
Outside Sales, Cincinnati

Adam Musgrove
Production Tech, APG

Erik Lehman
Mechanic, Indianapolis

Jesus Parra
Transformer Dept.

by: Mark Reed and Wendy

2016 has Horner Machining

Rex Dispennett
Winder, Terre Haute

The Importance Of Tolerance

by Rich Streitmarter

When I listen to the news and

equipment pictured is one cassette

I constantly hear discussions

from a machine that continuously

about tolerance it makes me

runs steel plate used to flatten or

think about just how many

level. Machining Services rebuilt

people there must be in the

this equipment in 2011 and it

world of repairing hydraulic

has been in service for the last

equipment!!

5 years. The unit was damaged

One of the most critical com-

due to a plate being improperly

ponents in the hydraulic repair

materials they test are used in

Two of the key areas that we

annealed and being run through

business is holding close tol-

a variety of applications includ-

are tweaking to meet their

the machine. Machining Services

erances between parts. In the

ing metal braces and brackets

requirements are:

will dismantle, clean and inspect

Cincinnati hydraulic shop we

that are installed in the human

1) The fit of the rod seals to

which will use both Machining

have recorded specifications

body. They also test parts that

keep drag (friction) to an abso-

Services and Washington Street

that we adhere to assuring we

are used in commercial and

lute minimum.

for the first phase of the repair. We

have consistency for the toler-

military aircraft.

2) The fit of the cast iron piston

are in the process of working on

ances that are needed. This

I was given an opportunity to

rings, to prevent sticking but

roll grinding, bearing manufactur-

insures high quality repairs for

tour their facility a few weeks

equally important there will be

ing, reassembly and alignment.

our customer’s industrial and

ago and it was impressive.

no slippage. The tolerance will

mobile cylinders. We strive to

One of their test cells has a

be about a half of one thou-

hold some of the tightest tol-

hydraulic cylinder that has a

sandth between the ring and

erances in our industry, but

stroke of 2 mil (that is less

the piston groove sidewall.

recently, we’ve had to make

than the thickness of a piece

The end result is a cylinder

some additions to our specifi-

of paper). I could not visibly

with an extremely low break

cation chart due to the require-

see the cylinder stroking. They

away pressure and no hesita-

ments of a new customer.

monitor the stroke of the cylin-

tion during the stroke. This

We are now repairing cylin-

der by watching a sine wave

also means we have a happy

ders for a local testing labora-

on a computer screen. The

customer and we’ve broken

tory that tests metals and com-

cycle rate is also extremely

ground in a new area of preci-

posites for the aerospace and

high (over 1 million cycles

sion repairs which provides

medical industries and they

daily) so the precision needed

us with an additional revenue

need much tighter tolerances

for their hydraulic repairs far

stream.

than found in standard indus-

exceeds any of our other cus-

trial or mobile equipment. The

tomer’s needs.

What it will look like when
finished, pic from 2011
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Routines
by: Jason Brown

The word routine often is used

often on a larger scale.Besides

will be seeing a lot of work

to indicate boredom or a lack

the obvious financial value in a

cycling the same parts through

of importance. “It’s just routine;

repeat customer’s work, we’re

our facility on a larger scale.

no big deal.” Just mundane;

also finding that having con-

Two other esablished cus-

ho-hum monotony. But, there

tinuous iteration of the process

tomers resources have been

is another side to the word.

helps work out the bugs and

sending the same equipment

Having a good routine is also

allows us to streamline and

through for repair and resur-

related to falling into a rhythm,

boost efficiency, both in time

facing for a quite a while now.

being in the zone. Routine and

and materials. It also generally

A Crawfordsville Steel Mill is

repetition is how we practice

increases safety margins by

another customer with continu-

and become good at anything.

virtue of familiarity.

ous flow of parts coming our

It’s a fundamental part of the

Keeping our customers happy

way. These examples repre-

path to excellence.

and coming back is not only

sent the core of a solid founda-

The Thermal Spray Division

bringing business in, but is also

tion of business that can allow

is finding the value in routine.

allowing us to get better at the

us the opportunity to pursue the

We’re seeing the benefits of

work and produce more work

more unique jobs without fear

repeat business from custom-

faster. We’ve just returned an

of setbacks hurting the shop as

ers bringing us the same jobs.

order to a new customer with

a whole. So for us, routine is a

They are happy with how our

a significant potential workload

word we love. Routine is our

product performed the last time

for us. If they are happy, as

meat and potatoes. Because

and want us to do it again,

we suspect they will be, we

practice does makes perfect.

Safety Glasses

By: Amy Fletcher

Can You Remake
This?
by: Heidi Randall
A common question at Fan
and Fabrication is, “Do you
have a fan wheel this size?”
And they hand us a box of
pieces as what happened in
the picture above.
“You bet we do!” is our
answer!
Horner Fan had to identify
the size of the wheel from
the box of pieces. We had a
wheel in stock that matched
the diameter and the height
of the destroyed unit. We
laser cut templates to help
modify the stock wheel to
match the shaft size of the
customer’s unit. This custom
wheel was ready to be picked

According to Prevent Blindness

up the next business day.

America, each year more than
700,000

Americans

injure

their eyes at work, and another 125,000 injure their eyes

Finished Product Below

at home. More than 40,000
American children and adults

taking his safety glasses off for

on properly in any work area,

suffer

during

just a minute to wipe his face!

even if you’re just walking

sports, and over 90% of these

We see too many folks in the

through!

injuries could have been avoid-

shops and on jobsites with-

Remember,

ed by wearing appropriate eye

out their safety glasses or with

safety glasses with different

protection.

their glasses propped on their

strength readers in them and

Recently, we had an employee

head – PLEASE make sure

a Prescription safety glasses

suffer with an eye injury while

you have your safety glasses

reimbursement program.

eye

injuries

Horner

has
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Made In Japan,
Rebuilt In The US
by: Mike Harper

The Power Of
Horner
by: Bill Roper
We received a call from a
customer in Northwest Ohio
that had an unique Japanese
built power cylinder that had

Everyone is well aware of the

company, for a Japanese

riser and discussed longev-

been running for the last 18

quality of Japanese autos

automaker. This motor is

ity as being the end goal.

years. This unit was so critical

in today’s market. In the

used to drive a large stamp-

The customer decided to go

to their operation that taking

1980’s, the Japanese raised

ing press to make their car

for a redesigned commuta-

it out of service threatened to

the quality bar in the auto-

parts, such as fenders and

tor with a closed riser. Other

shut down the plant in 4-5 days.

motive industry, resulting in

other body components. The

upgrades included class H

The power cylinder had a servo

cars that were of a higher

motor was manufactured in

slot liners with fused Kapton

motor, brake, and a grease

quality and remained in ser-

Japan by Toyo-Denki and

insulation on the coils and

filled power cylinder assembly.

vice for many more miles

it experienced an armature

an epoxy treatement on the

It was sent to Horner Servo

than most of the domestic

failure (the rotating winding

windings to ensure coil sta-

Division where they began the

autos of that time. This off-

of the motor). The failure

bility. In layman terms, we

disassembly of the cylinder and

shore challenge resulted in

was specifically due to the

upgraded the armature wind-

brake from the servo motor.

the upgrade of quality for all

poor design of the commuta-

ing to a mill motor specifica-

The cylinder went to Horner

American automakers, just

tor. The riser was an open

tion for longer service life.

Hydraulics, to have the special

to remain in business. This

design with insufficient open

One could conclude that

rods and power cylinder rebuilt

quality concept also applies

riser conductors, resulting in

in this case, we turned the

while the Servo Department

to the motor repair business

premature failure.

tables on the Japanese, by

worked on the servomotor

and is why our company has

Horner’s

represen-

building a better mousetrap.

Quality Manager like Vernon

tative, Karl Hoppe, invited

Thank you to all who contrib-

Pratt, to help us keep quality

the customer to inspect the

uted to this project.

at the forefront of our busi-

failure and discuss repair

ness allowing us the oppo-

options.

runity to remain competitive

manager and a staff engi-

in the marketplace.

neer paid us a visit and we

Recently,

discussed a redesign option

repairs. Horner Hydraulics
began the disassembly of the
power cylinder and special
chrome adjusting rods. Special
seals were manufactured, rods
polished, and the power cylinder was reconditioned. Horner
Machining Services began
reverse engineering pieces
of what used to be a brake
assembly. We delivered the

repair

the

shop

Springfield
received

sales

The

engineering

a

to a solid riser vs. the open

300 KW DC motor from a

design. We showed them

Japanese

several examples of a solid

parts

supplier

unit back in approximately four
working days. Our diversity in
multiple areas allowed Horner
to provide the expertise, skill,
and speed required to exceed
the customer’s expectation for
this repair.
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Back Injury Prevention

by: Amy Fletcher

Back injuries represent a large number of worker compen-

• Always bend at the knees and never at the waist

sation claims in today’s work-place. Unfortunately, a back

• Make sure you have a solid grip on the item

injury is something that has a strong possibility of frequently

• Lift slowly utilizing leg and arm muscles, keeping your head

reoccurring causing severe pain and missed time for the

up and back straight, and tightening your abdominal muscles

employee.

• Never use your back to twist or shift, if you must rotate,

A strong back is a healthy back

move your entire body

A strong back is better able to withstand the wear and tear

• Keep the load close to your body

that physical work can have on the body. Daily stretching and
a regular exercise routine that works the muscles around the

Follow these same mechanics when setting the load down.

spine and abdomen will help to prevent back injuries.
If it is too much, get help

Although back injury prevention is always a topic of concern,

All too often, back injuries are caused by employees lifting, or

it is a difficult injury to prevent without the cooperation of

attempting to lift an object that is too heavy. Asking for help

the employees. An understanding of the factors that prevent

from another employee or using a mechanical device to lift

back injuries can help employees save their back not only

heavy or bulky objects is not only smart, but it is more effi-

for today’s job, but for the rest of their life. They are the ones

cient. Two employees or a device working to move an object

who will have to live with it.

from here-to-there can do it with more ease than one person
who is struggling alone. This idea should also be applied to
large or bulky items. A large object can cause the person carrying it to work harder to maintain their balance. This causes
unnecessary twisting, bending and strain on the back.
Mechanics, Mechanics, Mechanics
Good body mechanics allow an employee to bend, lift or
stretch in the most efficient way to reduce the strain on their
muscles and joints. When lifting an object, the following use
of body mechanics should be observed:
• Position yourself directly in front and as close to the item
you are lifting
7

Marketing Products
by: Craig Hallett
What Our Customers
are Saying
-“I contacted Troy seeking a
replacement motor for a critical
plant process. He did not have
the motor that I needed, but
provided technical specifications
on a substitute motor that could
be modified by him that may
meet our need. After deciding to
try it, Troy had the motor modified and in my hands in under
an hour. This sensitivity to our
critical needs and the speed
with which they were responded
to is very, very appreciated.”

-”Mark Reed, I would like to
thank you and your team for
their around the clock diligence
and machining expertise in the
repairs of our grinder parts. “

-” Local staff is awesome!
Kudos to Gus and Judy.”

-” Steve Smith completed
repairs to our unit. Steve did a
great job for us and followed up
with a phone call to ensure that
we were back up to our normal
operating conditions.”

-” Amy Davis and John Brown
are both extremely helpful and
curteous.”

-” Tony and Kerry at the counter
were very helpful and efficient.”

The marketing department has

breaks down what manufactur-

Bullet

launched our new four page

ers we handle by category.

enced staff, 24/7 access to

product line card this month.

At the bottom of the page we

products, large inventories,

Our new line card is unique

displayed all of the compa-

logistics, asset management

in that it’s like no one else’s

nies we represent. This helps

and innovative product are all

that I know of. On the front

the customer understand what

explained.

cover there is a picture of the

we sell rather than us show-

If you would like a touchy-feely

vast inventory of motors at

ing them multiple brand names

of the new line card, you can

our Fan and Fab location on

they may not be

see it online at our website

Washington street. The front

familiar with.

or you may come to the mar-

also includes some highlights

The last page has 5 good rea-

keting office and get a copy.

on why customers should look

sons why customers should

Either way we’re sure you’ll be

to Horner for industrial prod-

choose Horner as their indus-

impressed.

ucts. The second

trial product source.

points

like:

experi-

page is what’s really exciting.
Page 2 illustrates a “one-line”
electrical diagram with all of
our products displayed graphically. The graphics were drawn
by our partners at Wilkinson
Brothers Design. We had these
drawn to not show preference
to one brand over the other.
The “one-line” is drawn just like
you may seeit in the field or at
the customer’s site. Electrically
and mechanically it is accurate.
This gives our sales force the
ability to quickly show a customer what we sell and how it
works in a system before they
lose his/her attention. Do you
know you only have 5 seconds
to grab and keep someone’s
attention in a face-to-face sales
call?
The third page of the line card
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Bright Findings For Horner Lighting
In a recent study conducted by Purdue University in conjunc-

mended by the researchers to be considered for other dan-

tion with the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT)

gerous intersections in the study.

and the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway

We’ve known for some time that our fixtures are leading

Administration, the Horner Lighting R80 series fixture was

the way lighting is being designed. Our innovative designs

found to be exceptionally superior to several big-name

along with pushing the limits of efficacy and ROI are start-

competitors at illuminating busy intersections around central

ing to get recognized within the industry. A study like this is

Indiana.

a testament to what we are capable of, and where we are

The purpose of the study was to find the best light available

headed. Sometimes a feather in our cap comes in the form of

to minimize accidents, collisions, and other dangers drivers

a satisfied client, or a 148pg research document conducted

face while navigating dark roads near high-traffic intersec-

by national and university professionals – either way, we’ll

tions. Horner Lighting was selected to submit test fixtures

take it!

along with several other, national, manufacturers. The test
location was at US 36 and Connector Road in Brownsburg
where we put up three R80s to replace three existing HPS
250W lights.
Our fixtures, (totaling just 240W between all three of them –
still less than just one of the lights replaced) were found to
sufficiently match the existing lights and to provide enough
illumination for cars to safely navigate the busy intersection.
The superior light distribution and powerful output created a
safer environment, therefore increasing the overall nighttime

Before

visibility.
Not only were our fixtures more efficient from an energy
standpoint, they also were more economical financially. The
projected lifecycle cost savings of the R80 (with the previous HPS 250W being a “base” of $0) are $1,126.52 – which
is light-years ahead of what other name-brand competing
fixtures in the study found at only $823.73 and $174.20,
respectively. With the enhanced safety and improved savings being derived from our fixture, the R80 was recom-

After
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Synergy and
Scrabble
by: Walt Boat

Growing in Lousiville
by: Terry Thorne
The Louisville operation continues to
strategically grow their customer base.
Horner Louisville was recently awarded

Ever play the game Scrabble?

group to go on site to clean 10

Does such an organization

a two year contract to repair motors

A simple game one could

large & various size (600HP

exist! One that had the “coop-

500Hp and below for the Louisville

say.

-1500HP) DC motors.

After

eration of two or more organi-

Metropolitan Sewerage District. They

tiles that you lie on a game

on-site cleaning, the customer

zations… to produce a com-

also received their first ever order

board and get points for it.

agrees the motors must be

bined effect greater than the

from the Shepherdsville Wastewater

Oh, but how often I blurt out

removed and dismantled to

sum of their separate efforts”

Treatment Plant because their current

to my adversary, “is that even

allow for an in-depth, exten-

– simply known as Synergy?

supplier moved to the Indiana side of

a word?” when the tiles spell

sive cleaning.

Now for the

That organization does exist,

the river.

something I’ve never ever

challenge: – Locate a logis-

and is Horner. When that cus-

Chris Probus has been instrumental

heard or seen before. Take the

tics organization capable of

tomer needed that 45 day turn

in bringing in new business over the

word “Synergy” – it is worth 14

responding quickly, with every

around, they did not know that

last 15 months by contacting an ever

points in Scrabble. But what

capacity truck available, includ-

a Machine shop, a Motor shop,

expanding customer base by continu-

does the word mean?

The

ing semi. Locate a responsive

and a Logistics organization in

ally knocking on doors. Next time you

dictionary states, “the interac-

Machine shop with high capac-

Indianapolis, plus a repair facil-

see him have him tell you about his

tion or cooperation of two or

ity cranes for immediate use.

ity in Springfield Ohio, motor

“No Soliciting” cold call.

more organizations, substanc-

Locate a large motor repair

shops in Louisville, Kentucky

He recently secured an order from a

es, or other agents to pro-

shop that can handle large,

and Terre Haute, Indiana would

very large local company for a 1000

duce a combined effect greater

heavy tonnage motors and

all be required and involved to

Hp 1960’s era reciprocal compressor

than the sum of their separate

meet a 45 day deadline (for all

meet their need. Maybe that

motor. The motor has been running in

effects”….. Huh?

10 motors). This large motor

customer will never use “syner-

place since the day it was installed and

Maybe an illustration would

shop must then locate other

gy” when describing Horner (or

this is the first time it’s been taken out.

show how valuable is thisthree

repair facilities to assist in mak-

playing Scrabble), but surely

Chris was also notified that one of his

syllable word “Synergy”.

To

ing the 45 day deadline, and

they would use another word,

larger quarry/mine customers that we

illustrate, we must have a

meet existing customer needs.

Service, as in “Powered by

rebuilt a large blower for will be send-

multi-faceted,

complicated

How could any organization

Service, Quality and Value” –

ing us another fan sometime in the

problem. Here is one: a cus-

say “Yes” to such a request,

The Horner Industrial Group.

near future.

tomer asks our Field service

knowing the complexity of it?

Spell a word with letter

Louisville has also been acting as a
backup for our Washington Street facility by taking in over 60 jobs that were
below 200Hp to allow them the opportunity to provide faster turnaround for
our Company’s overall customer base.
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A Whole New
Level of Fun!
by: Ralph Coonce

John Conley,
Notice of
Retirement
Turning a set of slip rings is an

resurface them. These are steel

became a collaboration between

almost daily activity in the opera-

slip rings, and the motor is running

MFS and the Terre Haute shop.

tions with machine shops. There

at rated base speed. There is volt-

Mike Smith was the lead on the

is really not a lot to get too excited

age applied to the rings while this

job, and was assisted by Rusty

about in doing this machine work.

procedure is being done.

Syrus.

The size of the job is really the

the grinding equipment is double

This work is not something that we

only thing that offers much variety

insulated, and tested with meggers

do every day, but it is absolutely

in turning rings.

to insure the electrical safety of the

something we have and own the

However, when in the field, it takes

equipment as well as for the guys

equipment to do. Travis, thanks for

it to a whole new level of fun! The

doing the work.

finding this, and when you have the

photos included in the newsletter

This was done at a steel plant

opportunity find us another one!

show a 16,000 HP motor having

south of Terre Haute, Travis Brown

the slip rings ground in order to

found the opportunity for us, and

All of

by: Mike Harper
John Conley is currently a
second shift machinist at our
Springfield OH division. John
has made the decision to retire,
effective 9/15/16.
John came to work for us 16
years ago, after completing 31
years as a tool room machinist
at Cooper Energy, in Springfield
producing large gas engines for
the oil industry.
When Cooper Energy was closing their doors, John knocked
on our door, to offer his machining skill set to our industry. John
is one of those modern day
“blacksmiths” that are getting
hard to find, in current times.
John has always had an affinity
for firearms, after a 3 year stint

Brain Teaser

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

Take off my skin - I won’t
cry, but you will!
What am I?

in the Army, so his retirement
plans include spending time at
a friend’s gun repair shop, prac-

Answer to last quarters Brain
Teaser: What is at the end of a rainbow?

ticing the art of the gunsmith.
John stated that gunsmithing

A: “w”

will allow him to turn a hobby
into a trade to support his pas-

Last quarters winners:
Three days to give me your answer. The

$50 Giftcard: Tracy Brown, Fan and

right answers will go into a drawing for

Fabrication

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

$25 Giftcard: Teresa Edwards, APG

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for

Horner Goodie Bag: Gary Anderson, Field

all locations to recieve before drawing.

Service

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Horner Goodie Bag: Jason Bocade, APG

sion for collecting firearms.
Please join me in wishing John
the best in his “golden years.”
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Dan East
(Indy) and
his new pet
FireQuacker

Tony Lawless (Indy)
new grandson Finn
Christopher
Magness

Kerry Fork (Indy)
on vacation at the
Hemingway Home
in the Florida Keys

HORNER INSIDER

Gary Goble
(Field Service)
vacationing in
Nebraska with
family

Terri Beasley’s (Indy)
retirement party pictured
here with her family

ISSUE 09

John Rook’s (Springfield)
wife Mary and
grandaughter at her
graduation

Wesley Butler
(Machining
Services)
Graduate Ivy
Tech

Jim
Kennedy‘s
(Thermal)
babies Angus
and Rosie

Dennis Gaddis
(Servo) and his
big catch

Amy & Scott Snyder
(Indy) celebrating their
son Jeremy’s high school
graduation at Center
Grove HS going to IU
Bloomington

Karen Child’s
granddaughter’s (sisters
Cearia 19 &
Sydney 18)
graduation

Steve Awtrey’s Kim Wessel
(Indy) wife Jole
(APG) new
passed her
great neice
bar and now Morgan Paige
licensed in IN
Wessel

SUMMER 2016

Rainbows over Horner

Weining Zhang from APG China New Twin Boys

Horner Employees In Action
Springfield

Indianapolis

Troy Elder’s
(Fort Wayne)
son working at Dallas
Methodist
Hospital

